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I NTRO DUC I N G
A NEW KIND OF
S EED CO M PA N Y
Row 7 is the seed company that puts flavor first.
Born from a unique cross-pollination of chefs and plant
breeders, our mission is to change how we eat by fixing
how — and what — we grow at scale.
By working together in the field and kitchen, we create,
test, taste and market delicious new plant varieties to
make an impact in the soil and at the table.
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C H A N G E B EG I NS
WITH TH E S EED
The best ingredients begin before they’re grown.
Long before a chef conceives a dish and even before
farmers sow their fields, the plant breeder helps decide
what qualities an ingredient will bring to the table. The
problem? Flavor doesn’t usually make the cut. Too often,
plant breeders are asked to select for yield, shelf life and
uniformity, at the expense of good food, nutrition and our
environment.
What if, instead, we started with what’s delicious?
Pairing chefs and breeders in the field and kitchen, Row 7
seeks to rewrite the recipe for our food, developing new
varieties of vegetables and grains that improve our diets
and our landscapes.
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FARM TO TABLE .
S EED TO FARM TO TABLE .

OU R ROOTS
Row 7 took root in the kitchen several years ago, when chef
Dan Barber asked vegetable breeder Michael Mazourek if
it was possible to breed a tastier butternut squash — one
that didn’t need brown sugar or maple syrup to make it
delicious. For Michael, it was the first time that someone
had asked him to put flavor first. For Dan, it was the
discovery of a new kind of recipe, starting with the seed.
This conversation launched years of experimentation,
expanding to include other breeders, farmers and chefs —
and an innovative seedsman named Matthew Goldfarb.
What began with the pursuit of flavor became a seed
company on a mission to reimagine the food system from
the ground up.
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WH AT S E TS OU R S EEDS A PA RT
OUR MISSION? TO C HANGE THE FOOD SYSTEM . HERE’S HOW:

10 0 % C E RT I F I E D
ORGAN IC + NON-G MO
Our seeds are bred and produced for
organic systems. These methods create
stronger, more resilient plants, capable of
of thriving without synthetic chemicals.
Stronger plants are tastier plants.

FIELD AND KITCHEN
CO-SELECTION

B E T T E R H E A LT H BY WAY

If it doesn’t thrive and create new possibilities
in both the field and the kitchen, then it has
no place in our catalog —or on our plates.

O F B E T T E R E AT I N G

A PA RT I C I PAT O RY
COMMUNITY

Breeding for flavor means raising the bar for
our diets, bringing more delicious, diverse
and nutritious ingredients to the table.

We invite everyone — chefs,
breeders, growers and eaters — to
participate as joint stakeholders in
the future of food.

PL ANTS AS FOOD,

CONTINUED

NOT PROPERT Y

D I S C OV E RY

To protect seeds for future generations, we
take an open approach to evolution, meaning
no genetically modified seeds and no utility
patents restricting research or access.

Row 7 supports public plant breeding
research, aiding breeders and universities
in their endeavors to better the food
we consume.
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OU R
VA RI E TI ES
Introducing our first seven varieties. All of
the seeds we offer are certified organic and
produced in the U.S. Growers and gardeners
can purchase seeds at row7seeds.com.

BADGER FLAME BEET

RO B I N ’ S KO G I N U T S Q UA S H

HABANADA PEPPER

A flame-colored beet that’s mild and sweet—and
deliberately lacking in beets’ signature earthiness.
So good it can be eaten raw.

This stately pumpkin offers sweetness, smooth
texture, storability and a built-in ripeness
indicator to ensure harvest at peak flavor.

This heatless pepper captures the floral and
melon—like flavors of the famous habanero,
minus the burn.

Price: Starting at $3.50 for 100 seeds

Price: Starting at $4.95 for 12 seeds

Price: Starting at $3.50 for 20 seeds
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U P S TAT E A B U N D A N C E

898 SQUASH*

7082 C U C U M B E R*

B U T T E R N U T 6 6 1 **

Bred to reimagine the butternut squash, the 898
packs concentrated flavor and beta-carotene into
a squash that fits in your hand, with thicker skin
for improved storage over its predecessor, the
Honeynut. Experimental trial .

A green slicer that explores bold and complex
flavors long forgotten in cucumbers.
Experimental trial .

Designed for the processing industry, this squash
brings the same concentrated flavor and nutrition
of the 898 Squash to a large-format package.

P O T A T O (formerly “NY150”)
Creamy, nutty and buttery (even without the butter),
this little potato is abundantly delicious.
Price: Starting at $9.95 for 1 pound

Price: Starting at $4.95 for 12 seeds
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Price: Starting at $3.50 for 20 seeds
*These trial varieties—still in the experimental phase—invite chefs,
growers and eaters to share feedback from the field and kitchen.
**Available for large-scale processors.
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A U NIQ UE CR OSS-P OLLIN ATIO N:

OU R FOU N DERS

M AT T H E W G O L D FA R B

M IC HAEL MA ZOU REK

DAN BARBER

Matthew Goldfarb is an organic seed grower in the Finger Lakes
region of New York. His pursuit of a more resilient food system led
him from diversified vegetable grower to dairyman to small farms
researcher at Cornell University and, finally, to seedsman. Today,
Matthew and his partner Petra Page-Mann own and manage a 20acre organic seed farm in Naples, NY.

Michael Mazourek is an Associate Professor of Plant Breeding and
Genetics at Cornell University in Ithaca, NY. Michael’s work in
agriculture began as a child growing butternut squash, cucumbers,
peas and peppers in his family’s garden. A deep interest in human
health led him to study biochemistry, which illuminated the links
between plants and the important phytochemicals in our diet.
Today, Michael specializes in the same varieties he grew in his
family’s garden, as he aims to strengthen the connection between
plants and human health by breeding improved vegetables and
training others in his craft.

Dan Barber is the Chef of Blue Hill in Manhattan’s West Village,
and Blue Hill at Stone Barns, located within the nonprofit
farm and education center, Stone Barns Center for Food and
Agriculture. Barber wrote the New York Times bestselling book,
The Third Plate , and has received multiple James Beard awards.
His restaurant, Blue Hill at Stone Barns, is currently ranked #11
in the world.
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